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‘Just a joke’: Amazon gets more money from
UK government grants than it pays in tax

HBO is just taunting George R.R. Martin fans at
this point
Amazon is opening a warehouse in Manhattan,
but it’s not crazy enough to open a bookstore

by Zeljka Marosevic
In the continuing saga of Amazon’s
tax dodging (see here and here for just
a couple of our reports on this), it was
revealed this week that the company’s
UK operation made £4.2bn in sales last
year, used a subsidiary in
Luxembourg to ensure it only paid
£2.4m in corporation tax but (this is
going to alarm, anger and perplex you
all at the same time) received £2.5m
through government grants.
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The final word at the Times? “Amazon hurts
America,” says Paul Krugman
British legal case so weird that pithy headline is
impossible
Before the Nobel Prize for Literature is
announced, judge takes a moment to slam
American authors
“Hey Amazon, do you want some more
money from the UK tax payer?” “Yeah,
sure! We wish the Germans were more
like you!”

At a meeting of the Commons Public
Accounts Committee (PAC) yesterday, in which Google and other major
companies were brought to account for their tax avoidance activities, the
head of PAC, Margaret Hodge, revealed that PAC are now considering
recalling Amazon to give evidence based on this new, startling
information.

W hat is it with Amazon and George Orwell?
McSweeney’s to become a nonprofit publisher
Elena Ferrante: should writers reveal their real
identities?
Computers can write books now, but we
probably don’t have anything to worry about
Colin Firth will edit your manuscript now

Hodge described Amazon’s tax contribution as ‘just a joke’, explaining that,
“What people will find particularly galling is that the amount
Amazon is paying in tax is actually less than they are taking
from UK taxpayers in the form of government grants.
Companies like Amazon should pay their fair share of tax
based on their economic activity in this country and the profits
they make here … Its behaviour is not only unfair, it is anticompetitive, putting British businesses that do pay their proper
tax at a disadvantage.”
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It is believed that Amazon received the government grants for opening a
new distribution centre in the UK, which created 600 jobs, and for
promising to open three more in the next two years. It is not easy to explain
why it was thought Amazon needed government grants to encourage it to
do more business in the UK. You would have thought over 4 billion in
revenue and the ability to pay hardly any tax was excuse enough.

Florida judge removed from bench for
moonlighting as self-publisher
W alker Evans’s photos and 170K more digitized
by the Yale Project
Spanish dictionary adds words useful for action
flicks, also some other words

New legislation is obviously needed to stop Amazon from getting away
with this behaviour. Fearful of losing big businesses in the UK by making
them pay the tax they should, a government spokesperson commented, ‘it
is important to reform the tax rules at a global level’.

This week in 1913: Rilke thinks about his lovers,
“An apple a day keeps the doctor away” is
coined, and Hitler paints a picture

We can only cross our fingers that Hodge does decide to bring Amazon in
front of PAC. Her dressing down of Google’s Vice-president Matt Brittin
yesterday was a tantalizing nugget, a forewarning of what insults she
might have in store for Amazon:

Staten Island congressional candidates can’t
remember the last book they read

J.K. Rowling resurrects Harry Potter villain for
Halloween

The New Press hosts a tribute to André
Schiffrin

“You are a company that says you do no evil and I think that
you do do evil in that you use smoke and mirrors to avoid
paying tax.”
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If Amazon is called up, I’ll be the one on the front row with the popcorn.

Zeljka Marosevic is the managing director of Melville House UK.
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